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Abstract

Transaction support is vital for reliability of business processes which

nowadays can involve dynamically composed services across organiza-

tional boundaries. However, no single transaction model is compre-

hensive enough to accommodate various transactional properties de-

manded by those processes. Therefore we develop the Business Trans-

action Framework, which is based on Abstract Transactional Con-

structs (ATCs). ATCs are abstract types of existing transaction mod-

els that can be composed and executed in a service-oriented transaction

framework according to the ATC algebra. By selecting and composing

ATCs on demand, flexible and reliable process execution is guaran-

teed.

Keywords: Abstract Transaction Construct (ATC); Business Trans-

action Framework (BTF); Web Service Transaction; Transactional

Quality of Service (Tx-QoS)
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1 Introduction

With the expanding scale and scope of business process collaboration, the

complexity and dynamism of a business process has been dramatically in-

creased. A process may cross organizational boundaries, involve many activ-

ities composed of dynamic services and last for days or even months. More-

over, the component activities within a process usually have inter-related

dependencies. These complexities and dependencies make exceptions and

errors prone to occur along the process execution. Transaction management,

which has been widely used in information systems for exception handling

and fault tolerance, guarantees reliable and robust execution. However, the

traditional approach of transaction management by locking and afterwards

releasing the shared resources per access is not applicable in loosely coupled,

long-lasting business processes spanning organizational boundaries. In ad-

dition, each component activity as well as the whole process may differ in

the need of transactional support. These add to the complexity of today’s

transaction management, which demands for flexibility on top of robustness.

For example, a booking process in a travel agency invokes three Web

services: hotel booking, car rental and flight booking in parallel and each Web

service demands ‘atomic’ Web service transaction support. Besides there are

sequential activities like billing, payment check etc. which happen one by

one thus demand a ‘chained’ transaction support. On the other hand, the

whole process might need the ‘rollback’ technique in case a customer cancels

the booking before payment. While in case of a cancel after payment, the

process can not be returned to the exact same state when it started (e.g. the

customer is charged of late-cancel fine) thus the transaction mechanism of

‘forward recovery’ is needed.

The above simple example indicates that transaction management in

service-oriented paradigms is a complex problem to tackle. Intrigued by such

a need for a comprehensive and flexible transactional support to guarantee

reliability for complex business processes, we carry out the XTC project (eX-

ecution of Transactional Contracted electronic services) which aims at laying

a generic foundation to the transactional support for processes in contract-
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driven and service-oriented environment by means of a Business Transaction

Framework (BTF). The basic idea of our approach is to abstract the existing

transaction models into Abstract Transaction Constructs (ATCs) and hide

their implementation details that may reside in heterogeneous infrastruc-

tures. According to the service composition details, the needed ATCs are

selected to compose a transaction scheme therefore on-demand transaction

support is provided.

In this paper, we introduce and elaborate the novel concept of ATCs. As

the building blocks of the BTF, ATCs play an essential role to achieve both

comprehensiveness and flexibility. We define four classes of ATC templates,

each with a parameterizable interface for later configuration and composi-

tion. When a service-oriented process is composed, according to the process

specification, the proper ATC templates are selected from the ATC library

and configured into recursive ready-to-enact ATCs. They are enacted upon

the execution of the process to provide transaction support. Meanwhile we

apply XTraCalm (Cross-organizational Transaction and Contract Algebra

and Logic Method) for correct ATC composition and specification in terms

of contractual Transactional Quality of Service (Tx-QoS). Thus reliable and

robust process execution is guaranteed by the ATC-based BTF with Tx-QoS

specifications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe the research

background that motivates our work and review the related work in Section 2.

We propose and explain the ATC concept in Section 3. An example to

illustrate how ATCs are composed is given in Section 4. We introduce the

formal algebra and logic XTraCalm in Section 5. In Section 6, we briefly

present the BTF. The paper is ended in Section 7 with summary and future

work.
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2 Research background and related work

Transaction management has long been an approach to guarantee reliabil-

ity for running applications. Early research efforts like [Hard 83, Moss 81,

Garc 87, Chry 90] addressed the transactional need arise from the database

environment. Based on these transaction models, a lot of transaction models

for workflow processes have been proposed, from the early attempts such as

the ConTract model [Wach 92] for distributed database applications to the

WIDE transaction model [Gref 97] for intra-organizational workflow applica-

tions until the X-transaction model [Vonk 03] for virtual enterprise processes.

Within the ADAPT project, support for multiple different transaction

models for basic and composed services is created [Sorr 04, Peri 03]. A

number of transactional concepts were identified, e.g., compensatability, re-

triability, testability, and a prototype based on the J2EE Activity Service

(JAS) specification [Robi 06] was build. However, only one simple transac-

tion model (Open Nested Transaction) was included in this prototype while

the main focus of the work turned towards replication management. Our

work considers abstractions of transaction models and is more geared towards

the business semantics of transaction support (focussing on processes and

services). Also we consider the reuse of existing transaction engines to sup-

port the corresponding transaction models instead of mapping all transaction

primitives to signals, signal sets, and actions as is the case with JAS [Robi 06]

and Corba Activity Service specification [Hous 03] (used in ADAPT).

In [Karl 03a, Karl 03b] the TSEnvironment is presented. Through the use

of reflection, with which the state and behaviour of a system can be inspected

and modified, multiple (and different) transacion services can be used to

support advanced applications. The work focusses mostly on compatibility,

deployment, execution and synchronization of transaction services, with the

assumption that transactional properties exist (besides the traditional ACID

ones). In our work we identify and formalize transactional properties and

determine (using algebra and logic) which compositions of transaction models

are valid.

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) allows distributed applications loosely
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coupled into a cross-organizational business process. The implementing tech-

nology of SOA, Web Services, has attracted a lot of research efforts with cur-

rent endeavors mainly towards service composition and management layers

[Papa 03b]. Thus transaction management for service-oriented business pro-

cesses becomes an intriguing topic to address in both industry and academia.

Driven by the growing need of reliable service composition, Web services

transaction protocols [Bunt 03, Cabr 05] have been proposed by different

standardization bodies. These standards and protocols can well exchange

and coordinate messages and activities among participating parties. How-

ever they only deal with transactional issues at a very low level and lack

an overview of the global transaction at the top process level. According to

[Papa 03a], a solution to address this challenge is to orchestrate loosely cou-

pled services into a single business transaction by guaranteeing coordinated,

predictable outcomes for the participating partners.

In contract-driven service-oriented business processes, transactions and

e-contracting work closely to ensure technical reliability and business trust-

worthiness along the execution. There is few work bringing transaction qual-

ities into consideration when designing transaction models or frameworks.

Therefore we propose to use contracts as service level agreements to spec-

ify the agreed transactional qualities of the whole business process as well

as each component service. For example, we can leverage the WSLA (Web

Service Level Agreement) framework [IBM 04] to enclose transactional se-

mantics in the SLAs that serve as contracts to bond the service providers

and consumers together. With regard to the specification language for such

contracts, we consider e-contracting languages and the WSLA language as

candidates. Currently there are some proposals about e-contracting lan-

guages such as [Ange 05, Berr 05], but none is widely adopted to our best

knowledge. The WSLA language may well define normal Web services QoS

but seems too limited for the expression of transactional semantics. There-

fore we are motivated to develop a specification language for the purpose of

identifying and interpreting Tx-QoS clauses in e-contracts.
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3 ATC Concept

In the previous sections, we have presented the context for the ATCs i.e. the

XTC project. In this section we introduce the ATC concept. As mentioned

before, ATCs are not new transaction models but a series of abstract con-

structs representing the existing transaction models. In a service-oriented

process, ATCs are actually transactional services that encapsulate transac-

tional semantics and behaviors. Before composition, there are only ATC

templates in the ATC library, which are ready for later configuration and

enactment. We define ATCs as artifacts with the below characteristics:

Each ATC has internal structure. We constrain our design work

mainly within the transaction models that have a certain structure (we in-

clude the traditional ACID transaction as a special model with flat struc-

ture). After an investigation of the existing transaction models [Wang 05b],

we identify four classes of ATCs with four types of structures: Flat, Sequence,

Complex and Tree. The flat ATC means no structure at all, which repre-

sents ACID transactions. A sequence ATC has the internal structure of a

chain, which corresponds to chained or Saga transaction models. A complex

ATC has the internal structure of the mixed type of arbitrary sequences and

parallels, which roughly corresponds to some complex workflow transaction

models. A tree ATC has the internal structure like a tree, which corresponds

to nested or similar transaction models. Please note that the tree-like ATCs

have the structure of parent-child relationship with no control flow between

the nodes. By abstracting existing models with various structures, we mean

a semantic abstraction and do not consider their implementation details e.g.

the underlying transaction processing systems.

Flat Sequence TreeComplex

Figure 1: ATC Structure
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ATCs are composed in a recursive manner. This means one ATC

can contain some ATCs as sub-transactions and a component ATC may be

further decomposed into some ATCs if needed. When viewed by multiple

levels, a top-level ATC can be decomposed into several ATCs and the de-

composition can go further if necessary. In a service-oriented business pro-

cess, we view the whole process as a business transaction. The component

services can be viewed as sub-transactions, each with an interface for other

parties to invoke via the web. Every sub-transaction is a component in the

business transaction and connects with each other horizontally or vertically.

This way, the whole business transaction can be abstracted as an ATC, while

each sub-transaction can be also abstracted as an ATC. As a sub-transaction

may be a service provided by some party, representing a process that can be

very complex in structure, it can be zoomed in to look at the internal compo-

nent ATCs. As shown in Figure 2, one component ATC within the top-level

ATC can represent another process (in the dashed box at the middle) with a

chained structure and thus can be assigned as a sequence ATC. If go further

with this sequence ATC, one component ATC in the chain can be assigned

as a tree ATC (in the dashed box at the bottom). This multi-level view of

ATC recursion allows a comprehensive transaction scheme that supports any

particular business process, which may involve a lot of activities, parties and

dynamic business relationships.

Each ATC guarantees specific transactional qualities. We define

Complex ATC

Sequence ATC

An ATC at the top
transaction level

An ATC at the sub-
transaction level

Tree ATC

An ATC at the sub-
sub-transaction level

Figure 2: Example of ATC Recursion
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these qualities in the term of Transactional Quality of Service (Tx-QoS). In

a service-oriented environment, Tx-QoS can be enclosed in service descrip-

tion files or service agreements. With unambiguous specification of trans-

actional qualities, process reliability is enhanced. We define two set of Tx-

QoS: customer-oriented Tx-QoS representing the transactional requirements

in a business context, and provider-oriented Tx-QoS representing the system

capacity and technical ability from the service provider. With a mapping

between these two sets, the service consumers can expect what transaction

qualities can be provided by the service provider thus can better choose ser-

vices or partners. Meanwhile the service providers makes use of the Tx-QoS

specifications for better monitoring and management of their service quality.

In Section 5, an algebra and logic method for specifying ATC composition

for Tx-QoS specifications is introduced.

An ATC has a parameterizable interface. Like the description file

of a Web service, the interface of each ATC contains the information of the

above three characteristics. At the design time, first the names of the pa-

rameters in the ATC specifications are defined while the assignment of these

parameters take place the next. There are three types of parameters and they

are configured by a human composer, who selects and compose a proper ATC

as the transaction scheme to support a particular business process. The first

type of the parameters specify the internal structure of an ATC e.g. the spe-

cific structure type and some details. The second type of parameters specify

the composition information such as the inbound ATCs etc. The third type

of the parameters specify the transactional qualities e.g. atomicity. The

codes below sketches a simplified specification of an ACID ATC written in

a natural-like mark-up language. Through the interface, the composer can

assign the corresponding parameters to indicate the inbound, outbound or

concurrent ATCs. When necessary, the composer can assign the recursion

level and further refer to other ATCs. The Tx-QoS part indicates not only

the ACID properties but also its possibility of a savepoint. Please note that

the coding example is used to illustrate the parameterizable interface instead

of the ATC specification language, as the topic of ATC specification language

is beyond the scope of this paper.
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<ATC class="ACID"> <!-- This is an ACID ATC template>

<parameter name="structure">

<value>structure=flat</value>

<valueInput>

name="recursionUp" type=bool:ru

name="recursionDown" type=bool:rd

</valueInput>

</parameter>

<parameter name="position">

<valueInput>

name="ID" type=string:s

name="NumOfIn" type=integer:m

name="NumOfOut" type=integer:p

name="NumOfCon" type=integer:q

name="IDOfIn" type=stringCompound:[ID_In_1,ID_In_m]

name="IDOfOut" type=stringCompound:[ID_Out_1,ID_Out_p]

name="IDOfCon" type=stringCompound:[ID_Con_1,ID_Con_m]

</valueInput>

</parameter>

<parameter name="TxQoS">

<value>atomicity=T

consistency=T

isolation=T

durability=T

</value>

<valueInput>name="savepoint" type=bool:sp</valueInput>

</parameter>

</ATC>
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4 ATC Composition

As explained in the previous sections, ATCs are the building blocks of the

BTF which are designed before process execution. Upon receiving a process

specification, proper ATCs are selected from the ATC library and composed

into a complex ATC for later enactment. The top-level ATC in fact is a

transaction scheme for a process, which defines what abstract transaction

models will be leveraged and how they are connected. For each process,

there is one corresponding top-level ATC and it can be adjusted easily to

accommodate changes of a process.

To illustrate the ATC concept and especially ATC compositions, we use

a variation of the well-known example of a travel agency, shown in Figure 3.

Customers can create a trip by selecting a hotel, transportation, and an

optional rental car (in parallel), after which the costs are calculated and the

trip can be booked. Then in parallel the required documents are prepared

and the financial issues are dealt with (i.e., invoicing and payment checking),

after which the documents are sent to the customer. Being a small travel

bureau, the financial dealings are outsourced to a specialized organization,

which offers this service as a Web Service. The internal of this service consists

of invoicing and payment activities, which in turn consist of other activities

not relevant for the example. The invocation of the Finance Web Service is

represented in the travel agency process as a gray ellipse.

Sales Book

Finance

Prep.
Docs

Send
Docs

Select
Car

Select

Select
Hotel

Select 
Trans.

PaymentInvoice

Calc. Finance

Figure 3: Example Travel Agency
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A = Saga with Safepoints (i.e. C)
B = Open Nested with Non Critical
C = Flat (ACID)
D = Flat (ACID)
E = Flat (ACID)
F = X-Transaction (WS based)
G = Saga
H = Saga

F

A

B

NC

C D E

F

G H

Figure 4: Travel Agency ATC structure

Assigning certain ATCs to different parts of this process will result in a

specific behaviour in case of exceptions in which the transaction management

system is involved. Assigning other ATCs, or by redividing the process over

ATCs, the transactional behaviour will be different in case exceptions occur,

as explained before. For example, as the complete process (as seen by the

travel agency) is a long-running process, the entire process might best be

supported by a Saga like transaction model that comprises ‘sales’, ‘book’,

‘prep. docs’, ‘finance’ (the grayed-out one), and ‘send docs’. The selection

activities can be supported by an (variation of the) open nested transaction

model, as these tasks can be done in parallel. The Web Service needs to be

executed under some Web Services transaction model, while the internals of

this Web Service, i.e., ‘invoice’ and ‘payment’ can be supported by a Saga

again. As the Web Service cannot run in isolation, the travel agency might

need to see intermediate results when its customers ask for status informa-

tion, but needs to run in an atomic fashion so that the available web service

transaction protocols (e.g., WS-BA in [Cabr 05]) do not suffice. In this case,

we therefore choose a variation of the X-transaction model [Vonk 03] that

is suitable for the Web Services environment. The resulting ATC composi-

tion for this example is shown in Figure 4. Eight ATCs are identified and

named ’A’ through ’H’, which correspond to the activities/services shown in

13



Figure 3. Note that the unnamed activities that belong to activities ‘G’ and

‘H’ are also ATCs but not relevant here. ATCs are represented by rectangles

and the dashed lines represent encapsulation.
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5 ATC Formalization

In the preceding sections, we have introduced the ATC concept and ATC

composition in an informal way. To be able to (automatically) manipulate

ATC structures and (automatically) reason about them, we need a more

formal approach. In this section, we provide a brief introduction into XTra-

Calm, a hybrid framework consisting of an algebra and a first order logic.

The algebra component of XTraCalm is used to specify ATC structures, the

logic component to specify characteristics of (constraints over) ATC struc-

tures. As such, XTraCalm forms the basis for specification of transactional

quality of service (Tx-QoS) in electronic service contracts. For reasons of

brevity, this paper only presents a brief glance of XTraCalm and more de-

tails can be found in [Gref 06]. Below, we first introduce the notion of ATC

graphs , which form the structures of ATC compositions. Next we turn to

algebra and logic.

1. ATC graphs

The XTraCalm algebra is defined in the domain G of ATC graphs. We

take A as the domain of ATCs. An element of G is a directed graph of

which the nodes are ATCs. Consequently, we can define G as follows:

G = 〈N,E〉, N = a ∈ A, E = {〈a, a〉 ∈ A× A}

The second level of the ATC structure of the example as shown in

Figure 4 can be specified as follows:

〈{B, C, D, E, F}, {〈B,C〉, 〈C, D〉, 〈C,F 〉, 〈D,E〉, 〈F, E〉}〉

2. XTraCalm algebra

The XTraCalm algebra is used to manipulate elements in G. It is a true

algebra in the mathematical sense: it consists of operators that take

one or more operands of type G and result type G (it is a closed math-

ematical system). Currently, we have formally defined operators to
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combine (both composition resulting forests and concatenation result-

ing connected graphs) and subtract ATC graphs, as well as operators

to extract subgraphs (various forms of chopping and slicing). As an

illustrative example, the ATC graph concatenation operator is defined

as follows (other operator definitions e.g. slicing, chopping etc. can be

found in [Gref 06]):

g ⊕ h =

〈 {x|x ∈ nodes(g) ∨ x ∈ nodes(h)},
{〈x, y〉|(〈x, y〉 ∈ edges(g)) ∨ (〈x, y〉 ∈ edges(h))∨
(x ∈ tails(g) ∧ y ∈ heads(h))}

〉

Here the nodes and edges functions result in the nodes and the edges

of an ATC graph respectively. The heads and tails functions result

in the sets of ATCs without incoming and outgoing edges respectively.

Using the composition (+) and concatenation (⊕) operators, we can

construct the example graph introduced above as follows:

〈B, ∅〉 ⊕ 〈C, ∅〉 ⊕ (〈D, ∅〉+ 〈F, ∅〉)⊕ 〈E, ∅〉

Apart from these horizontal operators (operating on graphs at the same

aggregation level), we have operators to wrap and unwrap ATC graphs

to deal with recursive refinement of ATCs: the wrap operator inserts

an ATC graph into a higher-level singleton graph, the unwrap operator

results the ATC graph encapsulated in a singleton graph.

3. XTraCalm logic

The XTraCalm logic allows to specify characteristics of ATCs. It is

a first-order logic with predicates over A. Using the constructs of the

XTraCalm algebra, characteristics over complex ATC structures can

be specified. The basis of the logic is formed by base predicates that

specify transactional properties of ATCs. Examples of these base pred-

icates are:

16



atomic(a) : asserts that ATC a is strictly atomic

savepoint(a) : asserts that ATC a is a savepoint in a saga-like structure

[Gref 01]

If, for example, we want to specify that in the example graph g, all

second ‘steps’ (in this case only ATC C) must be atomic and that at

least one savepoint must be contained, we can use the following logic

expression (↓ represents a graph slicing operator):

(∀a ∈ g ↓ 2)(atomic(a)) ∧ (∃a ∈ g)(savepoint(a))

The XTraCalm logic now has a mathematical notation only. To be able

to use it in XML-based Tx-QoS service specifications, we will develop

an XML-based notation for it as indicated in Section 2.
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6 Business Transaction Framework (BTF)

In the previous sections, we have introduced the ATC concept and composi-

tion mechanism that form the foundation of the BTF. Based on conceptual

design, we have developed a three-layer, three-phase architecture [Wang 05a]

shown in Figure 5 to deliver the key BTF qualities (e.g. separation of con-

cerns, flexibility, extensibility and compatibility).

Among all the components, the ‘BTF Manager’ is the coordinator which

coordinates and controls the activities of other modules. It communicates

with the underlying systems, like DBMS, WfMS, etc., through the IT in-

frastructure such as Enterprize Service Bus (ESB). Also it works with other

heterogeneous organizations using the open communication standards like

SOAP or HTTP. We specify three phases along the BTF life cycle. During

the definition phase, the ATC templates are designed based on the the clas-

sic and widely-adopted transaction models. After the design, one can easily

make use of these constructs to build a transaction scheme for a complex

process in the composition phase. Also it is flexible to adjust the transac-

tion scheme to accommodate the changes that might take place very often in

a dynamic business atmosphere. Instantiated from the transaction scheme

composed in the previous phase, real business transactions are executed dur-

ing the execution phase.

ATC Library

Manager

ATC

Composer

Definition

Phase

Composition

Phase

BTF Manager

ATC(s)ATC(s)ATC(s)

CBT

Manager
CBT

Manager
CBT

Manager

CBT

Creator

CBT(s)CBT(s)
CBT(s)

ATC

Edidor

Artifact

Management

Layer

Artifact

Creation

Layer

BTF

Management

Layer

Execution

Phase

Figure 5: BTF Architecture
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7 Summary and future work

To address the challenge of flexible and comprehensive transaction support

for contract-driven, service-oriented business processes, we have developed

the ATC-based BTF. As the building blocks of the BTF, ATCs are encap-

sulated, parameterizable, composable transactional services, which abstract

existing transaction models as reusable constructs. Our main contribution of

such a transaction framework lies in three folds. First, it achieves flexibility

by selecting and composing ATCs on demand. Second, it uses contractual

agreements to specify transactional qualities for processes thereby guaran-

teeing business trustworthiness. Third, a hybrid transactional algebra and

logic for composition and execution is developed to guarantee correctness.

In our future work, the ATC specification will be further refined to ac-

commodate even more advanced transactional semantics, which then also

requires extending the ATC language. XTraCalm will be extended further

to cope with the additional transactional semantics so that reasoning about

them, also in compositions with other ATCs, in terms of Tx-QoS is possi-

ble. For example, more predicates are needed for full expressions of possi-

ble transactional semantics. Moreover, we have to extend the BTF design

to specifically cover the cross-organizational aspect that is left out by our

present architecture design.
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